INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Kidney stone structure may provide clinical information in addition to the stone composition. The morphology and succession of different layers can reliably describe the "history" of stone formation. Structure analysis is necessary to determine the correlations among components to understand how calculi develop. We aimed to perform multifaceted structure analysis, using two-dimensional (2D) maps of "chemical elements" and "matrix protein" in kidney stones.
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Kidney stone structure may provide clinical information in addition to the stone composition. The morphology and succession of different layers can reliably describe the "history" of stone formation. Structure analysis is necessary to determine the correlations among components to understand how calculi develop. We aimed to perform multifaceted structure analysis, using two-dimensional (2D) maps of "chemical elements" and "matrix protein" in kidney stones.
METHODS: We obtained several sections from one stone without demineralization using a plane polishing device, with slices measuring 10-100 mm depending on analysis needs. A polarized microscope was used for the analysis of stone structure. (1) 2D maps of "chemical elements" were analyzed with Raman chemical imaging (RCI). (2) 2D maps of "matrix protein" were analyzed using immunofluorescence (IF) staining.
RESULTS: Stone sections were organized into 3 distinct structural areas, i.e., nuclei, radial structures, and concentric circle structures, by the polarized microscope (Figure 1 ). RCI showed the distribution of components: the nuclei were identified as hydroxyapatite (HA). The radial structure was identified as calcium oxalate dihydrate (COD), calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), and HA. The concentric circle structure was identified as COM and COD. IF using osteopontin (OPN) and calgranulin A antibodies showed positive staining ( Figure 2 ). The stones showed staining with different distributions: OPN were surrounded by individual crystals, whereas calgranulin A was distributed on the surface of individual crystals. Calgranulin B and TammHorsfall protein showed a different distribution pattern.
CONCLUSIONS: This novel analysis method produced 2D maps of "chemical elements" and "matrix protein" in kidney stones. RCI and IF staining provided useful distribution mapping that enabled better structural analysis with greater sensitivity. Moreover, this was the first use of 2D mapping of "matrix protein" of stone structure.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES:
Urolithiasis affects approximately 12% of the world population, and more than half of affected individuals will have recurrence within 10 years of the first episode. A detailed hypothesis of the mechanisms of stone disease etiology remains elusive and thus makes stone disease difficult to treat and to prevent. The present study assessed the feasibility of histologically sectioning human stones and using laser microdissection (LMD) to obtain samples for proteomic analysis.
METHODS: Stones were imaged by micro-Computed Tomography, demineralized, embedded in paraffin, histologically sectioned and stained. Regions of the stone-matrix layers were dissected via LMD (Leica LMD 6) and collected in phosphate buffer. Extracted proteins were digested using Trypsin/Lysine C mix proteases and run in a Q Exactive Orbitrap High Field Liquid Chromatography (LC)/Mass Spectrometry (MS) system. Data were searched using MaxQuant (version 1.6.10.1) and filtered using False Discovery Rate for alpha[0.01.
RESULTS: Histological sections of stones showed tightly packed layers of matrix that were clearly visible using bright field LMD microscopy ( Figure 1A ). Average area dissected by LMD for LC/MS was 1.64x106 µm2, and these revealed and yielded an average of 777 distinct proteins each. Initial analysis shows proteins to be similar to those previously reported for kidney stones, including proteins involved in cell injury and repair as well as important mediators of the immune system. CONCLUSIONS: Human kidney stones can be histologically sectioned and laser microdissected. A relatively small region of sectioned stone yields significant proteomic data. Utilization and optimizing of these novel methods and techniques in the future will pave the way into a deeper understanding of stone genesis. Future investigation of the stone matrix proteome should provide insight into the mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of urolithiasis in an effort to develop effective therapies and prevention treatments. Vol. 201, No. 4S, Supplement, Saturday, May 4, 2019 THE JOURNAL OF UROLOGY Ò e669
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